
Editorial

Terror Threat is Synarchist

While U.S. officials are loudly hyping a month-long These have also been the “paw-prints” found so far on
the still-resolved murder of Foreign Minister Lindh interrorism “orange alert” about which, still, almost noth-

ing has been revealed, government officials across Eu- September 2003.
The activation of this network, LaRouche noted,rope are maintaining a laconic reserve about the very

real terrorist letter-bombs and book-bombs they have was of extreme danger to the Americas, since it repre-
sented a revival of the never-fully-uprooted Nazi inter-been receiving in the mail! Neither method leads to

identifying and neutralizing the real and growing terror- national which Hitler’s organization ran under the now-
traditional fascist flag of Hispanidad, through Franco’sist threat.

The warning of the “Synarchist” nature of this Spain, throughout Central and South America during
the 1930s and early 1940s.threat was made by Presidential candidate Lyndon

LaRouche in August, just before the assassination of One of the centers of this violence is Venezuela,
where both President Hugo Chávez and some of hisSwedish Foreign Minister and leading Iraq war oppo-

nent Anna Lindh, and at the time of the beginning most extreme opponents are Synarchist assets. On the
political side, fascist parties are re-emerging, with theof attacks on LaRouche’s own movement in South

America. Citing a November 2002 “regroupment” most dramatic example being the declaration by Ales-
sandra Mussolini, granddaughter of Il Duce, that shemeeting of several “small but muscular” Synarchist

groupings in Madrid, LaRouche warned of an escalat- will soon start a new fascist party.
The role of Cheney’s imperial war-hawk faction ining threat of a new terror wave directed at both Europe

and the Americas. More precisely, a new round of activating these groups—including for terrorism
against the United States—can be heard in the wordsterror strengthening Vice President Dick Cheney’s fac-

tion, to divert from Cheney’s and his backers’ political of representatives of exactly the “Maritornes” fascist
groups in Spain and South America, the part of thisreverses. Our Feature last issue profiled in depth this

Synarchist-terrorist network, which has its roots in the regroupment which we profiled last week. The Uru-
guayan “Carlist” Synarchist Alvaro Pacheco Sere pub-Mussolini, Hitler, and Franco regimes, and which has

permeated Mexico and South America to the point of lished the following, welcoming Sept. 11, 2001, just as
the São Paulo Forum “leftists” did: “The historic 11 ofrepresenting a major threat both to those nations and

to the United States. September of 2001 altered the march of world events.
. . . Seen from traditionalist thought, Sept. 11, 2001 ap-Now, around the bombs which have been directed

at European Commission head Romano Prodi and a pears as ‘The Day that the Columns Were Brought
Down.’. . . The destruction of the columns and thenumber of other European officials in January, there

is new evidence of the coalescence of fascist-terrorist wounding of the . . . Pentagon appear to mean that some
high-level circles, secret and irreconcilable, decided“Forza Nuova”-type groups like those which carried

out the Bologna, Italy bombing in 1980, and which trace that there, the Revolution now would be disowned. . . .
The false premises of pacificism, ecumenism, and thetheir lineage to fascist dictators such as Spain’s Fran-

cisco Franco. The November 2002 meeting in Madrid civilization of love preached by the modern masonized
world, and with it, by the Church since Vatican II, haveof the Spanish Falange, brought together “co-thinkers”

from Italy, Argentina, Spain, France, and so forth, been questioned.”
These networks are fully ready for further acts ofaround the old Franco Falangist fascist figure Blas Pi-

ñar. The current wave of bombs seems to be originating terrorism to the benefit of the Cheney’s “new American
empire.” The new Synarchist terror wave will continuein Bologna and is claimed by an unknown “anarchist”

front; Italian officials have begun to dismiss this false until Cheney and that faction backing him, are removed
from power.cover and look for the revival of right-wing terrorism.
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